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a b s t r a c t

Currently, the automotive industry faces challenges to implement solutions that provide reductions in
energy consumption, pollutants and greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions. Exhaust heat recovery employing
Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) enables the direct conversion of heat into electric energy without
moving parts and little to no maintenance. On-board electrical production is especially useful given the
growing electrification trend of road vehicles. The present work assesses the performance of a novel
temperature-controlled thermoelectric generator (TCTG) concept in a light duty vehicle and its impact on
fuel economy and GHG emissions under realistic driving conditions. The novel exhaust heat exchanger
(HE) concept consists of corrugated pipes embedded in a cast aluminium matrix along with variable
conductance heat pipes (VCHPs) acting as spreaders of excess heat along the longitudinal direction. This
concept seems to have a quite good potential for highly variable thermal load applications, as it is able to
avoid overheating by spreading heat instead of wasting it through by-pass systems. Furthermore, when
compared to previous concepts by the group, it does not need gravity assistance and has a form factor
similar to conventional generators. It also appears to be capable of delivering a breakthrough electric
output for TEG systems in such light vehicles, with as much as 572 W and 1538 W of average and
maximum electric powers during a driving cycle, respectively, and showing a quite promising reduction
of 5.4% in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Reason for thermal control

The automotive industry research and development for the next
years will have to adapt to new goals for the overall reduction in
energy consumption as well as lower pollutant and greenhouse-gas
(GHG) emissions [1]. In terms of fuel consumption, the 2021 Eu-
ropean Union target is set to 4.1 L/100 km in petrol engines and
3.6 L/100 km in diesel engines, with a target for the fleet average of
95 g/km of CO2 emissions [2]. These targets will be even stricter for
2030.

A significant increase in vehicle efficiency can be achieved both
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in the internal combustion engine (ICE) improvement and on other
peripheral systems. The main goal in this project is the reduction of
energy consumption by the engine, by replacing part of the electric
power produced by the alternator. On-board electricity production
is especially useful given the growing electrical demands for road
vehicles [3]. The concept explored by the research group aims at the
recovery of the exhaust heat and its direct conversion into electric
energy through thermoelectric generators (TEGs). This system is
devoid of moving parts and has little to no maintenance needs.
Several TEG prototypes have been developed and tested by major
OEMs [4e7] but until now no system has been released to the
market, as the results obtained so far have not been sufficiently
attractive.

Presently, commercial TEGs present some limitations such as
low efficiency and high cost [8]. They are also temperature limited.
Recently developed materials such as magnesium silicides have
increased slightly their maximum allowable temperature (~400 �C),
but the most available modules (bismuth telluride) just reach
around 250 �C [8]. On one hand, it is desirable that the heat
absorbed from the exhaust be maximized, as the availability of heat
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under urban driving is not high. This means to increase the heat
exchanger effectiveness (defined as the ratio between the absorbed
heat and the maximum absorbable heat) as much as possible. Also,
TEGs need to work close to their temperature limit and with a
temperature as uniform as possible to be efficient [9]. On the other
hand, if that temperature is exceeded, seizure ensues.

If the exhaust heat exchanger displays a high effectiveness, then
a high fraction of the exhaust heat will be absorbed but also the risk
of overheating will rise. In order to avoid this occurrence, by-pass
valves are commonly used by existing systems to divert waste
exhaust gases during high power events [10]. However, this results
in wasting a significant amount of energy that could otherwise be
harvested.

To overcome the aforementioned problems, several innovative
approaches have been explored by the authors to control the TEG
temperaturewithout losing recovery potential. With that intention,
TEG systems featuring temperature control using variable
conductance (VC) thermosiphons (TS) were proposed [11e15].
Basically, these systems would operate as follows:

- the exhaust heat would be absorbed by an evaporator, in which
vapour would be generated;

- This vapour would be responsible for carrying all the thermal
energy to the thermoelectric modules, which would be attached
to the heat sink portion of the thermosiphon, also called the
condenser;

- The evaporator and the condenser would be connected through
a vapour line, with the condensates returning from the
condenser to the evaporator by gravity. This system is described
as possessing a variable conductance because the vapour will
only fill a fraction of the condenser, with the rest of the space
being filled by a non-condensable gas.

- The vapour would fill a higher or a lower portion of the
condenser depending on the higher or lower thermal power
available at the exhaust;

- The thermoelectric modules would be attached to the
condenser part of the system and the heat would be supplied to
the modules through the condensation of this vapour;

- Only the part of the condenser that would be occupied by
vapour would be active, the remaining part would be occupied
by the non-condensable gas and would be inactive.

- The presence of the non-condensable gas allows two different
features of the system: one is the variable conductance (the
variable heat transfer area). The other feature is the ability to
control the operating temperature range (e.g. the phase change
temperature) of the system.

- The working temperature of the system would correspond to
the boiling temperature of the phase change fluid. This tem-
perature is only a function of the inner pressure. Therefore, the
inner pressure would be regulated through the pre-charge of
the non-condensable gas within the system. This pressure
would vary within controlled values depending on the volume
of the system.

The authors performed the modelling of aforementioned sys-
tem, first under fixed pressure and including full experimental
validation [11,12,14]. Subsequently, the model was applied to real-
istic driving cycles with fixed pressure/temperature [13] and finally
allowing also for realistic pressure variation during the driving
cycle [15]. In this latter work several volumes of the system were
tested allowing for lower or higher ranges of pressure variation
during the driving cycle. It was concluded that actually it may be
advantageous to have lower volumes a therefore allow for some
pressure fluctuation between start-up and full power. This way, it
was possible to achieve an optimized operation of the system as it
was possible to adjust the temperature of the hot face of the
module close to the ideal level mostly independently of thermal
input. The variation of this thermal input would mainly affect the
active number of modules and not so much the hot face tempera-
ture. This means that it was possible to achieve an average effi-
ciency of the system during a driving cycle that was very close to
the maximum efficiency of the TEG modules, yielding unparalleled
performance for light duty vehicles (close to 300 W average power
during the WLTC 3 driving cycle and 600 W under a custom
highway cycle, with maximum powers overcoming 1 kW).

One of the disadvantages of the thermosiphon-based concepts is
that they would require gravity and some vertical space to operate,
which is not easily implemented on a light duty vehicle. Another
disadvantage is that the exhaust heat could not be totally absorbed
by the system, as the exhaust could only be cooled down to the
operating temperature of the evaporator (around 250 �C in the case
evaluated). If higher temperature modules would be used, this
problemwould be even more critical. There is an alternative way of
using phase change phenomena for the control of the TEG hot face
temperature. An alternative to performing all the heat transfer
through phase change, would be to perform the heat transfer
through convection and conduction and then complement it with
phase change.

1.2. Thermal control through heat spreading

Thus, a new compact system based on variable conductance
heat pipes (VCHPs) which does not need gravity to operate has
been explored and submitted for patenting [16,17]. In this concept
the phase change process is no longer used to transfer all the heat
to the TEG modules but will only be used to spread the excess heat
from hotter to cooler regions of the generator. To do this, the
concept of excess heat spreading outlined in Fig.1awas used. It uses
VCHPs embedded in the exhaust heat exchanger between the
exhaust flow and the TEG modules to transfer longitudinally the
excess heat by phase change within the heat pipes. Basically, when
the engine is working under high power, such as when driving
uphill on a motorway, the heat absorbed at the first rows of mod-
ules might be excessive (see continuous line in Fig. 1a representing
the module hot face temperature). The intention is to absorb the
excess heat produced at the upstream region of the HE and release
it to the cooler regions located downstream, as represented sche-
matically by the dashed line of Fig. 1a. This would prevent over-
heating, allow a more uniform temperature distribution and avoid
wasting exhaust energy as would be the case of bypassing the heat.
Theway of achieving this would again be through phase change at a
specific boiling temperature.

This concept can actually be implemented by embedding VCHPs
in the exhaust heat exchanger between the heat source and the TE
modules, as depicted in the lower portion of Fig. 1a. The VCHPs
would have the function of absorbing excess heat at hotter regions
of the HE (by vaporization), transporting this heat in the longitu-
dinal direction and releasing it at the cooler regions (by conden-
sation) located downstream as illustrated in Fig. 1a and b. In order
to explain how this is achieved it is important to understand how
HPs, and particularly VCHPs work.

1.3. Variable conductance heat pipe operation

Heat Pipes (HPs) and ThermoSyphons (TSs) are devices consti-
tuted by a sealed tube with a small amount of phase-change fluid
inside it, allowing a large amount of heat transfer from a heat
source to a heat sink through phase change [18]. The fluid absorbs
the heat at the heat source by vaporization (portion of tube that
works as evaporator) and releases it at the heat sink by
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the excess heat (a) spreading enabled by the use of VCHPs and (b) being absorbed by the VCHP at the hotter regions and released to the cooler
regions.
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condensation (portion of tube that works as condenser, where heat
will be released) [19]. Since phase change is involved, the thermal
resistance between the heat source and the heat sink is very low.

In TSs the return of the condensed fluid from the heat sink to the
heat source is done by gravity (the condensing region is located
above the vaporization region). In HPs the return of the condensed
liquid is done through capillary pumping [18,19]. This effect is ob-
tained using a layer of porous sintered metal powder, metallic
meshes, small channels or a combination thereof attached to the
inner walls of the HP [20,21]. This feature allows the HP to operate
horizontally without the need for gravity assistance. This makes its
usage very flexible.

VCHPs are basically HPs which also have a non-condensable gas
in addition to the phase change fluid. This is schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 1b. Unlike HPs, which are always at saturation con-
ditions, VCHPs will only start to transfer heat once the saturation
conditions are met, at a very specific temperature. This temperature
may be adjusted by the preload pressure of the non-condensable
gas, which determines the temperature at which the phase
change occurs. The higher the volume of the VCHP is, the more
stable this temperature will be. Additionally, VCHPs will display
two different regions under operation, as depicted in Fig. 1b: one
active region where the generated vapour is located and one
inactive region occupied by the non-condensable gas, which is
close to adiabatic. The phase-change fluid and non-condensable gas
will occupy different regions andwill notmix significantly [20]. The
amount of vapour produced will occupy a smaller or a greater
portion of the VCHP, according to the available power from the heat
source. The farther the vapour region expands, the larger the heat
transfer area will be because the non-condensable gas region will
shrink, displaced by the vapour [20]. The addition of an expansion
volume will make the process occur at a fairly constant pressure
irrespective of the exhaust temperature and flow rate [13]. The
temperature stability and variable active heat transfer area pro-
vided by vapour/non-condensable gas stratification has been well
explained and documented experimentally by the authors with TS-
based systems in the past [12] and by literature [20].
1.4. Heat exchanger concept

A global view of the horizontal concept of the temperature-
controlled thermoelectric generator (TCTG) incorporating VCHPs
is represented in Fig. 2a. The cut in Fig. 2b allows to see the inner
structure of the concept. Basically, it consists of: (i) a cast
aluminium block (light grey) in which corrugated tubes and VCHPs
are embedded; (ii) finned water cooling plates (blue); (iii) TEG
modules (red) between the aluminium block and the coolers. The
cast aluminium matrix allows to seamlessly integrate the stainless
steel corrugated tubes, which are identical to those used in Exhaust
Gas Recirculation (EGR) coolers, and the VCHPs, which can be made
of various materials, notably copper.

The heat of the exhaust gases flowing inside the corrugated
tubes is absorbed by the heat exchanger. This heat flows from the
corrugated tube walls to the TEG modules by conduction across the
aluminium. However, the VCHPs are located between the corru-
gated pipes and the TEG modules so that they will interfere with
the heat flow in the event of excessive heat.

The way VCHPs act was already outlined in Fig. 1 and is as fol-
lows: their preload pressure is set so that they will only start
vaporizing and absorbing heat once their vicinity reaches the
temperature limit of the modules. As long as the thermal level of
the HE is lower than this temperature, all the heat absorbed by the
HE will reach the modules purely by conduction across the heat
exchanger and the VCHP will not be active (no vaporization and no
condensation occurs).

Once the hotter regions of the HE exceed the limit temperature,
the VCHPs will start absorbing this excess heat by vaporization,
thus preventing further rise of the temperature above the limit
temperature. The excess heat absorbed by the VCHPs will generate
vapour and this vapour will start filling a portion of the VCHPs



Fig. 2. (a) global and (b) cut overview of temperature-controlled thermoelectric generator concept based on corrugated tubes and VCHPs.
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volume, expanding downstream towards the cooler regions of the
HE, as seen in Fig. 1b. Thus, the heat spreading occurs in the lon-
gitudinal direction by phase change and mass transfer along the
VCHPs. Some of the vapour accumulated inside the VCHPs will
eventually reach the cooler regions located downstream,
condensing and heating these regions. This way, all the vapour
domain will be around the saturation temperature (dashed line of
Fig. 1a). The heat will flow, by conduction, from the corrugated
tubes through themetal parts and TEGs to the cooling plates. When
the boiling point is met at the VCHPs, they will start spreading the
excess heat in the longitudinal direction, controlling the TEG hot
face temperature. Hence, varying thermal loads result in a varying
number of active TEGmodules rather than overheating (see Fig.1a).

Regarding the HE design, two different compact heat exchanger
types (exhaust gas side) have been studied by the group in
conjunction with VCHPs to spread the excess heat: stainless steel
corrugated pipes and offset fins. However, the offset fins based
solution is much more prone to fouling [22] which would reduce
the HE effectiveness, therefore, corrugated tubes seem preferable.
These corrugated tubes arewidely used in exhaust heat exchangers,
namely in Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) coolers, so they are
optimized for exhaust environment, are not as susceptible to
fouling and typically display a low pressure drop under operation.
Moreover, they are commercially available. A low thermal resis-
tance solution is to embed both corrugated pipes and VCHPs in a
common cast aluminium substrate for seamless physical and
thermal continuity between the dissimilar materials. This was the
chosen solution, as already depicted in Fig. 2, with three rows of
corrugated tubes (for the exhaust gases) at the centre and one row
of VCHPs at each side (top and bottom), next to the TE modules.

A low thermal resistance integration of stainless steel corru-
gated tubes and copper VCHPs is a challenging proposition. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 3, some attempts to cast a downsized proof-
of-concept prototype were successful and it seems a feasible pro-
cess despite the iterative process given the innovative genesis of
the device. Moreover, all the issues detected will be easily corrected
Fig. 3. a) HPs and tubes arrangement before casting; b) HE inside the m
in the upscaling of the prototype.
Ideally, the heat exchanger should be located horizontally along

the exhaust line, after the catalyst and as close as possible to it so
that thermal losses are minimized.

1.5. Modelling e global approach

A mathematical model was developed to predict the system
behaviour and to optimize the geometry of the TCTG to be installed
in a light duty vehicle. The electrical output of the TEGs, as well as
their impact on fuel economy and GHG emissions, were assessed
under the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Cycle class 3
(WLTC) and a custom highway (HW) cycle already described in
previous works [13].

It is a quasi-steady state model that incorporates suitable
empirical correlations for convection at the corrugated tubes and at
the cooling plates (described in continuation), 1D equivalent ther-
mal conduction resistances estimated from 2D conduction solvers
and thermoelectric calculations to estimate the matched load po-
wer output of the TEGs. Since themain aim of the present work is to
assess the thermal performance of the present concept, a simplified
thermoelectric model was used. Average thermoelectric properties
were used, with the Peltier effect being incorporated into an
effective thermal conductance similarly to what has been done by
other authors [23]. The physical properties (Seebeck/Peltier coef-
ficient, thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity) were calibrated
against the datasheets from the manufacturer, so the electric
output of the modules correlates well with the actual modules
available in the market [24].

The geometry of the simulated system is partially seen in Fig. 2.
The cold faces of the TEGs are cooled by densely finned cooling
plates. As seen in Fig. 2, each cooling plate serves 2 � 2 TEG
modules. At each side (top/bottom) there are 4 � 2 cooling plates
along the length/width of the generator (Fig. 2).

The flow of the exhaust gases and of the coolant is arranged in
counter current. Each cooling plate has an independent stream of
oulding; c) HP’s and corrugated tubes embedded in cast aluminium.
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cooling water (parallel configuration). Since the cooling flow occurs
in parallel for the various cooling plates, the flow temperature is
reset to the coolant inlet temperature, Tci at the entry of each plate,
instead of a continuous increase of water temperature along the
entire length of the HE. The cooling plate model also evaluates the
pressure drop. The convective heat transfer coefficient and the
pressure drop for the cooling plates were estimated using empirical
correlations for developing flow in non-circular ducts [25]. A
cooling circuit independent from the engine cooling circuit has
been considered in order to minimize the cold side temperature.
Such a configuration is compatible with many of the existing car
models which incorporate low temperature liquid cooling circuits
for systems such as liquid cooled turbo intercooler systems.

The entire length of the systemwas numerically discretized into
72 sections, with the thermal calculations in each section being
performed in 1D and with the exhaust/coolant outlet temperature
of one section corresponding to the inlet temperature of the sub-
sequent section, flow-wise. In each section the heat flux goes from
the HE (corrugated tubes) to the cooling plates. Heat conduction
along the exhaust gases direction was not considered. Actually, in
the prototype the aluminium casting will have a physical discon-
tinuity between each row of modules, so this assumption is
acceptable.

The engine conditions necessary to fulfil the driving cycle were
predicted using a steady-state engine model, from which the
exhaust mass flow and temperature maps were extracted for each
time step of the cycle (steps of 1 s). This model, which has been
described in detail elsewhere [26e28], is a one zone model, with
the combustion following a Wiebe function and variable gas
properties. Heat transfer follows Annand’s model [29,30], Friction
follows Patton, as well as Sandoval and Heywood models [31], with
the mass flow entering and leaving the cylinder being treated with
a compressible flow model [32]. The validation of the model with
experimental tests provided errors below 7% for the range of speeds
typical of real driving cycles (<3000 rpm) [26]. The exhaust gas
temperature was obtained from the temperature at exhaust valve
opening (EVO) corrected with the thermal losses occurring at the
portion of the exhaust duct embedded in the cylinder head, where
engine cooling is very relevant. Downstream of the engine, the
exhaust flow is considered to be well insulated until the generator.
While it is true that existing vehicles do not normally insulate the
exhaust piping, it is something which would be desirable for
exhaust heat recovery applications.

The driving cycle energy model used to compute the instanta-
neous engine torque and speed required to fulfil the cycle has been
detailed and assessed in previous publications [13,28,33,34]. It ac-
counts for the main energy fluxes involving driving namely, aero-
dynamic drag, rolling resistance (including tire slip and cornering
force when applicable), road slope forces and inertial forces under
acceleration and deceleration. For each time step the exhaust
temperature and flow rate are extracted from the engine map for
the operating conditions obtained from the driving cycle model.

Regarding the exhaust flow within the TE generator, the prop-
erties of the exhaust gases were approximated by those of dry air,
since no substantial error ensues. The properties vary mainly as a
function of temperature and pressure, but pressure is expected to
be close to atmospheric, therefore, its variation is not significant
and only temperature will play a role. These properties are
computed based on available equations for this purpose [35,36].
Regarding convection, correlations for corrugated tubes for laminar,
transitional and turbulent regimes [35,37,38] were adopted, with
these empirical results having been validated with a full 3D CFD
analysis performed to a single corrugated pipe using the realizable
k-ε algorithm [39]. Fig. 4a represents the temperature evolution
along the flow lines in the corrugated tube. Heat transfer and
pressure drop were compared against model predictions (results
are presented further along this document).

The thermal power transferred from the exhaust gases to the
cooling water for each one of the 72 longitudinal numerical
calculation sections depends on the HP thermal resistance. This
thermal resistance is different whether the HPs are active or inac-
tive in that particular section. For the calculation of the active/
inactive HP equivalent 1D thermal resistances, either an adiabatic
or an isothermal HP wall was considered as a boundary condition
for the 2D solver, respectively. This would allow to extract the
thermal resistances of the system for the inactive and active HP
regions, respectively. In Fig. 4b an example can be seen of the 2D
heat conduction simulation of the exhaust heat exchanger to obtain
the equivalent 1D thermal resistances of the different regions of the
heat exchanger crossed by the heat flow. There is the central block
containing the corrugated tubes embedded in the aluminium and
then there is the region where the HPs are embedded which was
divided into a region upstream of the HPs and another one
downstream of the HPs (R1, R2, respectively).

The 1D thermal resistances were derived from the 2D simula-
tions as follows: heat inlet and outlet surfaces were defined with
suitable boundary conditions (convection or fixed temperature),
then the heat transfer rate was calculated in 2D with a commercial
package. The resulting 1D thermal resistances are the ratio between
the temperature difference that was imposed and the heat transfer
rate, Q, that resulted from that temperature difference (R ¼ DT/Q).

The thermal resistance depends on geometry and on thermal
conductivity, so it may be expressed in terms of the Shape Factor, S,
and the thermal conductivity, k (R ¼ 1/kS) [40]. This way, once S is
determined for a given set of temperature conditions, it may be
used for the heat transfer calculations under other conditions. For
obtaining the thermal resistance of the corrugated tube block
(central part of Fig. 4b), a fluid temperature along with a convection
boundary condition at the inner surface of the corrugated tubes
was imposed, while a constant temperature of the outlet surface
was imposed. For the regions upstream and downstream of the HPs
a fixed temperature difference between the heat inlet and outlet
surfaces was set, with the surface of the HP being either adiabatic or
isothermal. Once these thermal resistances were obtained, they
were used to calculate the heat transfer under each one of the
driving cycle time steps.

Several corrugated tube configurations were simulated in order
to derive the thermal resistances and the optimal geometry in
terms of tube spacing and number of rows.

The way that the thermal spreading performed by VCHPs is
modelled is by performing thermal and mass balances to each
calculation section in the longitudinal direction. In this scope, the
thermal power accumulation (region of vaporization) or depletion
(region of condensation) inside the HPs is calculated at each nu-
merical section, as outlined in Fig. 1. Starting at the first section, it is
initially assumed that the HPs are not active and the temperature
field is calculated at each node of the 1D thermal model with an
adiabatic HP. Then, if the calculated thermal level at the HP node is
found to exceed the HP boiling temperature, it means that the HP in
reality is active and we are in the vaporization region of the HP.
Under these conditions, the thermal calculations are repeated, but
now considering the HP as isothermal (at boiling temperature). In
this case, two separate 1D thermal calculations are done, one up-
stream and the other one downstream of the HPs, providing two
corresponding thermal powers (into and out of the HPs). As in a
thermal balance, the difference between the two corresponds to
the excess thermal power absorbed (or released if the value is
negative) by the HPs through vaporization in that particular sec-
tion. The excess power absorbed or released by the HPs at a given
calculation section represents the vapour that is being generated or



Fig. 4. (a) CFD simulation of a corrugated pipe; (b) 2D heat conduction simulation of the exhaust heat exchanger.
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condensed at that section. The vapour that has been generated in a
given section is added to the total accumulated vapour power in-
side the HPs. Conversely, if there is heat deficit in a section, the
accumulated vapour power will be depleted in that section and in
the subsequent sections until it has been entirely depleted. This is
illustrated for a specific case (instant 219s of the HW driving cycle)
in Fig. 5.

The heat absorbed by the heat exchanger (in red) is excessive
from the heat exchanger entry to around 7 cm into the HE. This
means that if no HPs would be present, the maximum allowable
temperature of the TE modules would be overcome in this region.
Therefore, a part of this heat is absorbed by the HPs (black line of
Fig. 5). The accumulation of this heat is represented by the light
orange line. Beyond 7 cm excess heat is no longer present, that is, if
no HPs would be present, the temperature of themodules would be
less than optimal (recall Fig. 1). Under these conditions the vapour
that was accumulated in the preceding sections starts being
condensed, or in other words, the accumulated heat starts being
released by the HPs to the heat exchanger (dotted black line) until
no vapour is left beyond 20 cm of length. These downstream sec-
tions, in which all accumulated vapour power has been depleted,
correspond to the inactive part of the HPs (the part filled with non-
condensable gas). In this region the HPs are considered to be
adiabatic (they do not absorb nor release heat) and all the heat
transfer occurs exclusively through conduction across the solid
Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the excess heat spreading by
metal media. The results section illustrates three different cases
with low thermal power input (HPs are inactive), medium thermal
power input (HPs are partially active) and high thermal power
input (HPs are fully active).

The heat absorbed by the HE at each section is used to compute
the outlet exhaust gas temperature of that particular section. This
outlet temperature will then correspond to the inlet temperature of
the next section.

1.6. Thermal design, optimization and validation

In order to identify the layout that minimizes the equivalent 1D
thermal resistance, 2D heat conduction simulations were per-
formed for several configurations of the HE: different numbers of
corrugated tubes, HPs, and spacing between them.

Fig. 4b already illustrates one of the simulations performed to
calculate these thermal resistances, with horizontal lines dividing
the calculation domains. One conduction thermal resistance was
obtained for the corrugated pipes region (Rcd corrugated pipes). Other
two split thermal resistances were calculated across the heat pipe
region (Rcd HP1 and Rcd HP2, see Fig. 4b) which represent the
equivalent 1D thermal resistances upstream and downstream of
the HPs, with the heat absorption/release being considered to
occur, for calculations purpose, in the line drawn between Rcd HP1
and Rcd HP2.
HPs, taking as example the conditions represented in Fig. 8e.



Table 1
Comparative results for numerical and CFD simulations.

Variable Units Laminar regime
(Re ¼ 936)

Turbulent regime
(Re ¼ 4581)

Model CFD Dif. Model CFD Dif.

Nu e 13.9 11.8 15% 29.1 33.3 �15%
h [W/m2.K] 166 138 17% 430 514 �20%
Dp [Pa] 267 175 35% 5423 6420 �18%

Fig. 6. 2D heat conduction simulation of the TCTG with three horizontal rows of
corrugated tubes.
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Regarding the geometric optimization, the spacing between
corrugated tubes was limited by the casting process to a minimum
of 2 mm. The pipe spacing affects the total number of corrugated
tubes in the exhaust gases, the heat transfer area, the exhaust ve-
locity, and by consequence, the convective heat transfer coefficient
and also the pressure drop which may affect negatively the engine
power output due the increase of the exhaust-flow resistance
[3,41]. Fig. 6 shows an example of the calculations in which the
exhaust heat exchanger, including the block with embedded
corrugated tubes and heat pipes, the TEG modules and the densely
finned cooling plates were analysed for three horizontal rows of
corrugated tubes. The same geometry but with only two rows of
tubes was also simulated but it was discarded due to much higher
thermal resistance and pressure drop.

Fig. 7a outlines, for each corrugated tube spacing, the resulting
total thermal resistance between the gases and the TEG modules
for situations of inactive (adiabatic) and active (isothermal) HPs, as
well as the average pressure drop for each driving cycle. It may be
seen that the thermal resistance and the pressure drop are mini-
mized when the tube spacing is minimum. Upon inspection of the
specific components of the thermal resistance, it was found that the
drop in convection resistance is responsible for this trend (tighter
spacing means more tubes, more convective heat transfer area),
with the conductive resistance variation with tube spacing being
negligible.

It can be further seen in Fig. 7a that the total thermal resistance
of the system is lower when the HPs are operating (in isothermal
rather than in adiabatic status) and the thermal resistance is higher
for the lighter dutyWLTC driving cycle than for the higher duty HW
cycle. This is because the average exhaust power is lower for the
WLTC and thus the average flow speed and convective heat transfer
are also lower.

Fig. 7b) shows the influence of tube spacing, driving cycle
Fig. 7. (a) conduction/convection thermal resistances and pre
(WLTC/HW) and TEG type (GM127 or GM49) on the resulting
electric output and HE weight. It may be seen that having a closer
spacing (more tubes) will reduce the amount of cast aluminium,
reducing weight, while the electric power output is almost con-
stant. From these two Figures it seems obvious that the closest
spacing possible is desirable for reasons of lower thermal resis-
tance, pressure drop and weight. Thus, the minimum possible
spacing of 2 mm was chosen and used thoughout this work. It
should be noted that the weight penalty was not considered in the
present work, but other studies have quantified it at around
0.2e0.4% fuel penalty [42].

A comparison of the convection parameters obtained from the
empirical correlations and from the CFD solver was made. Table 1
shows the results obtained for two operating points located in
the laminar and turbulent regimes. The differences found for the
Nusselt number (Nu), heat transfer coefficient (h) and pressure
drop (Dp) were generally within the error typical of empirical
correlations. The biggest error was found in the pressure drop
under laminar conditions, with the model over-predicting the CFD
results. In design terms, this is safer than the opposite (under-
predicting). Nevertheless, the CFD results may still fail to fully
represent all the phenomena present and it is worth noting that the
empirical correlations have been extracted from extensive experi-
mental testing, so their reliability is fairly solid. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to assume that the convection calculations have been
sufficiently validated for this geometry.

Although conduction calculations are 1D, they rely on detailed
2D calculations, so they also seem numerically reliable. The main
missing validation would be to confirm the actual limit capacity of
VCHPs regarding thermal power transport. This validation is out of
the scope of the present work, but previous work by the authors
[12] and established bibliography [20] seem to support the validity
of using VCHPs and VCTSs for similar purposes. Moreover, the
entrainment limit of typical heat pipes might be overcome through
flooded operation and by carefully designing a return line providing
some loop operation.
ssure drop; (b) Electric power and resulting HE weight.
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2. Results

Simulations were performed for a system with 64 TEGs ac-
cording to the scheme of Fig. 2, installed in a generic light duty
vehicle with a mass of 1400 kg, a drag coefficient of 0.27 and a
naturally aspirated 1.6 L 118 hp gasoline engine, as already detailed
in Ref. [28]. The simulations were performed for two distinct
driving cycles, a custom HighWay (HW) cycle and the standard
WLTC Class 3 cycle and for two types of commercial TEG modules.
These were the GM250-49-45-25 (5.3 mm thickness, 15.2 W
maximum output power) and the GM250-127-28-10 (4 mm
thickness, 28.3 W maximum output power) from Adaptive/Euro-
pean Thermodynamics [24]. These two module references repre-
sent two different philosophies: low heat consumption (with low
output) and high output (with high heat consumption), respec-
tively. Their maximum efficiency is around 5% and they are able to
withstand temperatures up to 250 �C, which was set as the target
operating temperature of the system. The heat spreading is pro-
cessed at this temperature, meaning that the phase change fluid to
be used in the VCHPs could be Dowtherm-A at around 1 bar of
pressure or water at around 40 bar of pressure, which would
require higher resistance heat pipes. In these simulations, a water
flow rate of 150 L/h was considered for the coolant flow across each
cooling plate. The total pumping power estimated for this circuit
was about 27.5 W.

2.1. Temperature distribution, heat accumulation and spreading for
selected time steps

As explained above, the function of the VCHPs is to spread the
excess heat of the hotter upstream sections to the downstream
regions along the HE where there is heat deficit. The net accumu-
lation of heat along the length of the HE is computed based on the
sum of the heat excess/deficit computations for the upstream
sections (which in reality corresponds to the net accumulation of
vapour due to vapour generation/condensation in each section).

To highlight themodel’s behaviour, sample results are presented
for specific low, medium and high exhaust power events occurring
along the HW cycle for the case of the GM127modules. Specifically,
these three events correspond to instants 94s, 219s and 499s of the
HW cycle, which correspond to an exhaust power of 6.3 kW,
18.2 kW and 51.4 kW, respectively.

Fig. 8aec presents the longitudinal temperature distribution of
the exhaust flow, TEG hot face, TEG cold face and coolant flow for
those three different exhaust power events. Fig. 8d, e) and f) shows,
for the same three cases, the heat absorbed by the HE, the heat
absorbed by the VCHPs and the heat accumulated in the VCHPs at
each section. The lines displayed in these graphs were already
explained before when presenting Fig. 5. The lower exhaust power
values of the cycle occur when the engine is idling, which is rep-
resented in Fig. 8a and d). There one can see that, as the available
exhaust power is low, it is completely absorbed by the HE. In fact,
the hot and cold side temperatures are very close in the second half
of the HE, which means that the effectiveness of the HE is almost
unity as seen further ahead. Also, as consequence of the low
available power, the cooling water temperature practically does not
rise, except for a hardly noticeable increase of 6 K in the first 10 cm
of HE length. Concerning the thermal powers, no heat absorbed/
accumulated by the VCHPs could be detected in Fig. 8d because the
temperature at the hot face did not achieve the 523 K limit which
would activate the phase change in the VCHPs. Under these con-
ditions the TEG modules never achieve their optimal operating
temperature (523 K).

For the medium thermal power available the temperature
variation and thermal power transfer are represented in Fig. 8b and
e), respectively. Under these conditions the HPs are now in oper-
ation (working fluid is in phase change) during the first 20 cm of the
HE, where the excess heat accumulated in the first 8 cm (vapour
production) spreads along the following sections (between 8 and
20 cm) as depicted in Fig. 8e. Since in this last section the heat is
being released by HPs, the heat absorbed by HPs in Fig. 8e is pre-
sented as negative. Under these conditions, if the HPs were not
present, overheating would occur at the excess region (first 8 cm)
and under-heating would occur along the remainder of the length.
The corresponding TEGmodule temperatures profile can be seen in
Fig. 8b), there it may be observed that after all the excess heat
accumulated has been spread from higher to lower temperature
areas, a drop in TEG module hot face temperature occurs for values
which are lower than the optimal value. This means that down-
stream of this point the HP is no longer spreading excess heat
because all the heat absorbed by the HPs at the excess region has
been spent in the deficit region.

Downstream of the regions where the HPs are active, the heat is
again transmitted solely by conduction across the HE because the
HPs are filled with non-condensable gas in this region. In Fig. 8e) an
increase can be observed in the amount of the heat absorbed by the
HE immediately downstream of the active HP area. What happens
is that downstream of this point the HPs become inactive and the
gases suddenly stop exchanging heat with a 523 K heat sink and
start exchanging heat with a cooler heat sink which is the cooling
water. That increase in heat transfer is proportional to the increase
in the temperature difference to the new heat sink.

Fig. 8c shows the temperature variation along the HE for a high
power event. In this case the TEG hot face temperature is at its
maximum allowable temperature (which is also the optimum
temperature) all along the length of the HE. In Fig. 8f it can be seen
that there is excess thermal power accumulated in the HPs during
the first 14 cm of the HE. This accumulation is then spreads along
the whole remaining length of the HE. Under these conditions a
maximum accumulation around 8 kW was achieved. It is worth
noting that in the case of the high power event the exhaust gases
exchange heat with a heat sink which is at 523 K (the HPs) and not
at the temperature of the cooling water (around 303 K). That is why
the exhaust gases will not drop below 523 K in this case. For higher
exhaust powers, there will be no further improvement of the
electrical output, so a by-pass valve may be opened to avoid the
need for additional excess power transfer through the HP system.
Additionally, the by-pass of excess exhaust flow will also avoid
unnecessary losses due to exhaust back-pressure.

2.2. Electrical output and efficiency

It is worth observing the behaviour of the system along the
driving cycles. Figs. 9 and 10 show the available thermal power at
the exhaust and the electrical power output along the HW and
WLTC cycles, respectively, for both TEG module references. It may
be seen (especially in the HW cycle - Fig. 9) that the electrical po-
wer presents a maximum value plateau during the high thermal
power events despite the variable behaviour of the exhaust power.
This corresponds to a situation similar to that presented in Fig. 8c,f
where the generator is under full operation and the VCHPs prevent
the modules from overheating, transferring the heat within the
system. Under these conditions, the VCHPs spread the excess heat
by phase change and equalize the thermal level of the TEG hot face
at 250 �C along the whole length of the generator despite the
variability of the thermal power.

It may be observed that the GM127 modules display a higher
maximum power than the GM49 modules. This is because the
former modules also produce more power per module for a given
temperature difference, although they also need more thermal



Fig. 8. Temperature profiles and thermal power variation along the HE length for several instants of the HW cycle: a,d) a low exhaust power setting (instant 94 s); b, e) an average
exhaust power setting (instant 219 s); c, f) a high exhaust power setting (instant 499 s).

Fig. 9. Thermal input and electric power output along the custom HW driving cycle.
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power to achieve that temperature difference. For each module
reference the same maximum electrical output was achieved for
both cycles. In the case of the WLTC cycle the maximum electrical
output was attained only during its final stages, where high power
events occur, (see Fig. 10). These maximums are obtained when all
modules have their hot face temperature at 250 �C (similar to what
happens in Fig. 8c) which in the present case is their maximum
allowable temperature.

It is worth noting that the system must incorporate an excess
vapour condenser for the case where the thermal spreading ex-
ceeds the length of the heat exchanger. This condenser is what
effectively prevents the system from increasing its pressure beyond
certain limits in the event of excessive exhaust power.

In Figs. 9 and 10 it may be seen that during lower regimes the
module which consumes less heat for a given temperature differ-
ence (GM49) shows a slightly better performance than GM127. This
is particularly clear between 600 s and 700s in the HW cycle, and
between 1200 s and 1350 s inWLTC cycle, where the GM49 features



Fig. 10. Thermal input and electric power output along the WLTC driving cycle.

Fig. 11. Average and maximum electric power obtained from: a) highway cycle and b) WLTC3 cycle.

Fig. 12. TEG conversion efficiency as a function of the heat traversing the TEG module,
for two types of TEGs.
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slightly higher electrical power output than the GM127. This is
explained by the TEGs different thicknesses and thermal re-
sistances. Since the thermal resistance of GM49 is higher than
GM127, under the same heat sink and heat source temperatures
there will be a lower thermal power transfer. This will cause lower
temperature losses across each thermal resistance, causing a
smaller deprecation of the temperature differential (DT) across the
thermoelectric elements, which is directly responsible for the
voltage generation.

The net effect of the electricity production along the different
cycles can be seen in Fig. 11 which displays the average and
maximum powers achieved with both module references for the
WLTC and HW cycles. In terms of average output power, as shown
in Fig.11, higher values were achieved by the heavier duty HW cycle
compared to the WLTC cycle because of the much higher available
exhaust thermal power. It is worth noting that for a given module
reference the maximum output is similar for both cycles since both
achieved the maximum output of the system, which is when the
incoming heat is sufficient for the heat spreading extending to the
whole length of the generator. This provokes a uniform hot face
temperature in all modules close to the boiling temperature of the
VCHPs. In the present work this temperature is around 250 �C (the
limit of the modules used). It is also worth noting that the power-
oriented modules (GM127) yield a higher average power than the
efficiency-oriented modules (GM49) in the heavy duty HW cycle
(572W vs 483W), they produce slightly less than the latter ones in
the WLTC cycle which has a lower average power (226 W vs
256 W). This is because efficiency starts to be a determining factor
once the available exhaust power is lower.

It is important to compare these results against the state-of-the-
art results from literature. Shen et al. [43] provide a useful revision.
The most performant automotive TEGs reported achieve around
1 kW, but they are applied to heavy duty vehicles [44e46]. Crane
et al. [47] also developed a valuable prototype in conjunction with
industry which yielded more than 600 W using a BMW X6 SUV.
While comparisons between a simplifiedmodel such as the present
one and actual experimental values might not be totally conclusive,
it is worth mentioning other theoretical analyses such as that by
GM applied to a Chevrolet Suburban SUV predicting a maximum
output of 550 W [48] or the study by Vale et al. [49] which pre-
dicted 188 W/886 W for a lightweight/heavyweight vehicle.
Regarding average output for lightweight vehicles there seems
really to exist no comparable results in literature, so the perfor-
mance of the present concept seems rather promising.

The conversion efficiencies of the TCTG were also assessed for
the highway driving cycle. It should be noted that the maximum
efficiency of the modules chosen is below 5% for the temperature
differences at stake. So, in order to assess the merit of the thermal
control strategy it is more important to assess the efficiency rela-
tively to the theoretical maximum, rather than in absolute terms.
Two different conversion efficiencies are represented in the figures
below: One efficiency is calculated as a function of the heat crossing



Fig. 13. Overall conversion efficiency as a function of the available exhaust power, for
two types of TEGs.

Fig. 14. Heat Exchanger effectiveness and the accumulation of occurrences as a
function of the exhaust power.
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the TEG modules (Fig. 12). This represents the thermal to electrical
conversion efficiency based on the amount of thermal power that
traverses the TEG modules. Another efficiency is calculated as a
function of the total power available in the exhaust gases (Fig. 13),
which shows the net conversion efficiency in relation to all the heat
available in the exhaust. In these graphics each dot represents one
time step of the HW cycle, with all the parameters being presented
as a function of the power available in the exhaust gases for that
time step. The output power is also represented in these graphs.

The several steps found in the scatter plot correspond to the
several TEG module rows, which are activated sequentially by the
HP system as the available exhaust power increases.

It is visible in Fig. 12 that for the case of the thicker modules
(GM49) the electric power output and the conversion efficiency (as
a function of the power traversing the TEG) increase with the
available exhaust power up to 888W/4%, respectively, until around
34 kW of available power. For higher available powers the power
and efficiency remain constant.

For the case of the thinner modules (GM127) their power con-
tinues to rise past the 34 kW limit until 53 kW. Above this exhaust
power the power and the efficiency stabilize at 1538 W and 3.8%,
respectively. Above these exhaust power levels (34 kW for GM49
and 53 kW for GM127) it can be seen that both the electric power
and the conversion efficiency no longer increase but remain con-
stant. This means that for higher values of exhaust power there is
enough available power to activate the entire length of the HP.
Under such conditions, all the modules will be active and at an
optimum hot side temperature (~250 �C), with the HPs absorbing
all excess heat and spreading it along the system length.

On the other hand, it may be seen in Fig. 13 that the overall
system conversion efficiency starts to decrease under excess power
conditions because the system cannot convert more heat into
electricity than a certain maximum amount. All excess heat will be
rejected, so the overall conversion efficiency will naturally decrease
if more heat is supplied than the system can absorb. To increase the
electric output even further, a higher amount of TEG modules
would have to be used, increasing themaximum power but also the
system cost. The possibility of increasing the system power in a
easy way is one of the main advantages of thermoelectric genera-
tors: their modularity and scalability.

Related to the differences between TEG modules, as mentioned
before, the different TEG modules display different thicknesses,
different configurations (element size and number) and different
thermal resistances (1.1 K/W for GM49 versus 0.6 K/W for GM127).
Higher TEG module thermal resistance should lead to lower heat
flux across themodulewhich will correspond to lower temperature
drops across each thermal resistance along the heat pathway,
therefore a higher temperature difference across the thermoelec-
tric pellets should exist for the same heat sink and heat source
temperatures. The thicker modules (GM49) need less heat to pro-
duce their maximum power output, while the thinner ones
(GM127) need more thermal power but have a higher electrical
output potential. It would be expected that thicker modules would
have better efficiencies than thinner ones but according to the
datasheets, both have similar conversion efficiencies (around 5% for
a 220 �C temperature difference when accounting for the reported
heat flow through the module) [24].

It may be seen in Fig. 12 that the thicker TEGs produce slightly
more power than thinner ones in conditions where the exhaust
power output is lower. However, as the available thermal power
increases, the thinner TEGs tend to surpass the thicker ones. The
better performance of the thicker TEG (higher thermal resistance)
for lower available thermal power translates into a better power
output for the WLTC cycle with an average of 256 W versus the
226 W for the thinner modules (recall Fig. 11). The opposite hap-
pens for the HW cycle with higher average available thermal power,
where the thinner modules produce on average 572 W and the
thicker ones produce 483 W (recall Fig. 11).

As already mentioned, for the same temperature difference on
the TEG module faces they have both the same conversion effi-
ciency, which is close to the module maximum for high thermal
powers. For the same available exhaust power, the thicker TEG has
a better conversion efficiency in this system, because, since it has a
higher thermal resistance, for the same thermal power a higher
temperature difference at the TEG module faces will exist. This is
observed for the HW cycle in Fig. 12 which shows the conversion
efficiency based on the amount of thermal power that traverses the
TEG modules, that is, the average module efficiency for a given
available exhaust power.

Fig. 13 shows the conversion efficiency in relation to all the heat
available in the exhaust. That is why the values are lower than those
on Fig. 12, because the system never absorbs all the exhaust heat.

Fig. 14 displays the HE effectiveness distribution for the two
different TEGmodules used (GM127 and GM49) as a function of the
exhaust power and also the accumulated occurrences thereof, and
for the two driving cycles tested. The effectiveness of a HE is
defined as the ratio between the heat transferred between the heat
source and heat sink and the maximum transferrable heat between
those two. An effectiveness of 100% means that the exhaust outlet
temperature is equal to the inlet coolant temperature so that the



Table 2
Savings from using TCTG (Using TEGs GM250-127-28-10).

Driving cycle data: HW WLTC 3
Distance [km] 27.1 23.3
Average engine efficiency [%] 25.3% 17.7%
Average required Mechanical Power [kW] 18.7 8.58
Using TCTG:
Electric power produced (ave.) [W] 627 267
Energy produced [kJ/km] 26.6 20.7
Average required Mechanical Power [kW] 17.7 7.00
Fuel savings [L/100 km/%] 0.50/5.4% 0.47/4.2%
CO2 emissions savings [g/km] 11.99 11.14
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heat extracted from the exhaust has reached its theoretical
maximum. It can be seen that the 90% of WLTC3 points have less
than 25 kW of exhaust power, while in the case of the HW cycle,
90% of the points are up to 60 kW.

The HE effectiveness varies considerably as a function of the
available exhaust power. When the available thermal power is low
the effectiveness of the HE is almost unity, the HE heat transfer area
is more than suitable to absorb most of the exhaust heat. The HE
effectiveness decreases as the exhaust thermal power increases
because the thermal resistances hamper the absorption of the
exhaust power. This is particularly the case with thicker TEGs
(GM49) because their thermal resistance is higher than that of the
thinner TEGs (GM127). Beyond the point where the available
exhaust power is such as to activate the entire length of the HP the
effectiveness stabilizes. That is so because now the entire length of
the HE is losing heat to the HP and not directly to the cooling water.
Therefore, the outlet temperature of the exhaust cannot be lower
than 523.15 K, limiting the heat transfer potential.
2.3. Fuel and CO2 savings

As shown above, the average electrical power produced seems
quite remarkable for light duty vehicles. Although in the WLTC3
cycle the thinner modules (GM127) showed slightly lower perfor-
mance when compared to thicker ones (GM49), the output of the
GM127 is substantially higher than that from GM49 modules for
the case with a higher available exhaust power (the HW cycle).

Using the results obtained for the GM127, the fuel consumption
and CO2 emission savings were calculated for different cases. Once
additional back-pressure in the exhaust pipe affects the engine
efficiency [50], in these calculations, the engine power loss due to
the back-pressure imposed by the exhaust heat exchanger was also
considered. In order to reduce this effect, a bypass valve is
considered to exist upstream of the heat exchanger. This valve
should start to open once the thermoelectric generator achieves its
full power. Since under these conditions the heat exchanger cannot
absorb more heat, the remaining exhaust gases may follow an
alternative way to avoid additional back-pressure. Fig. 15 displays
the electric output of the system, the pressure drop and the me-
chanical power loss associated with it as a function of the exhaust
power. It may be seen that if no by-pass valve is used, the pressure
drop increases exponentially. However, if a by-pass valve is
configured to start opening once the generator is at full operation,
then a maximum of 2.5 kPa of pressure drop will be achieved. This
corresponds to maximum of around 350 W of mechanical power
losses due to the added exhaust pumping losses. This will reduce
Fig. 15. Pressure drop and engine power loss due to back pressure (HW cycle).
the fuel savings obtained with the TEG implementation.
Table 2 shows the driving cycle characterization as well as the

potential savings using the present concept to produce the required
power, for both HW and WLTC3 cycles. As it may be seen from the
table, an average power of 0.27 kW was obtained for the WLTC3
cycle, and 0.63 kW for the HW cycle. According to some authors
[51,52] a typical alternator of a light duty vehicle needs to produce
an average of 0.5 kW with an efficiency of 50%, which represents
1 kW in terms ofmechanical power andmore than 3 kW in terms of
fuel power. Thus, in the case of HW cycle, the average power ob-
tained would be sufficient to cover the alternator consumption.
This represents a fuel saving of 5.4% which corresponds to the same
percentage in reduction of CO2 emissions.

Regarding the WLTC3 cycle, the 0.27 kW produced falls short of
the required 0.5 kW electrical needs, Still, this represents a fuel
saving of 4.2% which is nearly as high as the one obtained for the
HW cycle. The main reason for this is that the engine duringWLTC3
cycle has a much lower average efficiency, so any savings in the
mechanical power requirements will correspond to proportionally
higher fuel savings when compared with the HW cycle. Interest-
ingly enough, it may be observed that both cycles produce similar
energy per unit distance travelled, except the energy is produced at
a faster rate in the HW relatively to the WLTC cycle.

Now, it is possible to assess the fuel and emissions savings not
only for the case where the TCTG would be used for reducing the
use of the alternator but it is also possible to evaluate what would
be the maximum savings potential if the alternator would be
eliminated altogether and several of the mechanical peripherals
(AC compressor, fuel pump, water pump) would be substituted by
electrically-driven ones. In the case where all the electricity needed
to power these peripherals would come from waste energy re-
covery systems such as TEGs and regenerative braking, the savings
could be very substantial. This is especially true in the case of the
WLTC3 cycle, where the relative weight of the peripherals in the
total required mechanical power of the engine can be very high, as
may be seen on Table 3.

Table 3 compares the yearly fuel savings computed by themodel
for different user profiles in two different situations: by only using
the TCTG to reduce alternator use and by replacing the alternator
and peripherals by electrically driven ones and then admitting that
sufficient electrical energy is produced on-board fromwaste energy
recovery sources to supply these systems. Here it can be seen that
the fuel and CO2 emissions savings during WLTC3 cycle are quite
high in the case of the replacement of both the alternator and pe-
ripherals. Table 3 also shows several typical European user profiles
with low average vehicle usage (15,000 km/year, typical of UK
drivers [53]), high average vehicle usage (30,000 km/year typical of
Polish drivers [53]), intensive usage (60,000 km/year) and extra-
intensive usage (120,000 km/year).

The results highlight the substantial potential of the TCTG and of
energy recovery systems in general. Both fuel and CO2 emissions
savings are very interesting, from 69.9 L for an annual use of



Table 3
Calculated yearly fuel and CO2 emissions savings for several user profiles (Using TEGs GM250-127-28-10).

km/year Using TCTG Use electric peripherals þ energy recovery

HWa WLTC 3a HWa WLTC 3a

15,000 km min. EU (UK) b 75.2/(0.19) 69.9/(0.17) 146.4/(0.35) 385.0/(0.92)
30,000 km max. EU (Poland) b 150.3/(0.36) 139.7/(0.33) 292.9/(0.70) 770.0/(1.84)
60,000 km intensive use 300.7/(0.72) 279.5/(0.67) 585.7/(1.40) 1540.1/(3.68)
120,000 km extra intensive use 601.4/(1.44) 558.9/(1.34) 1171.5/(2.80) 3080.3/(7.37)

a L gasoline/(ton CO2).
b [53].
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15,000 km in WLTC3 cycle to 601.4 L for the extra-intensive use of
120,000 km on the HW cycle, which represents CO2 emissions
savings from 0.17 to 1.44 ton, respectively. At the limit, if all pe-
ripheral components could be removed and electrically-driven
ones would substitute them, maximum potential fuel savings up
to 3080 L/year could be reached, which corresponds to 7.37 ton/
year of CO2 emission savings.

3. Conclusion

The present work analysed the potential of a novel Temperature
Controlled Thermoelectric Generator (TCTG) concept applied to a
light vehicle, which has been recently submitted for patenting. It
consists of corrugated tubes for the exhaust flow and Variable
Conductance Heat Pipes (VCHPs), both embedded in a cast
aluminium matrix. The VCHPs, which are located across the heat
path between the exhaust heat exchanger (HE) and the thermo-
electric modules, will start absorbing excess heat by vaporization
and spreading it in the longitudinal direction once the maximum
allowable temperature is achieved. This heat will then be released
to the cooler downstream regions equalizing the hot face temper-
ature where the vapour reaches thus preventing overheating. This
concept seems especially suitable for highly variable thermal loads
such as those achieved during driving, downgrading the tempera-
ture peaks down to an optimized level. It is also compact and
suitable for use in vehicles.

A mathematical model was developed to assess the perfor-
mance of the generator and the corresponding fuel and CO2 emis-
sions savings during driving cycles. A geometrical optimization and
a partial validation using CFD simulations was performed. The
following results were obtained:

- Average electric powers of 572 W/483 W were predicted for a
custom Highway (HW) cycle for TEGs GM127/GM49, respec-
tively. For the WLTC3 cycle 226/256 W were achieved for TEGs
GM127/GM49, respectively; the maximum electrical power was
similar for both cycles (1538/888 W for TEGs GM127/GM49);
These figures seem to be highly promising for TEG systems in
such small vehicles and are unparalleled in literature.

- It was found that the TCTG may induce savings of 5.4%/4.2% in
fuel and CO2 emissions when performing the HW/WLTC3
driving cycles, respectively. The estimated annual fuel and CO2

emissions savings were computed for several user profiles, with
savings up to 601.4 L/year of gasoline and 1.44 ton/year of CO2

emissions by implementing the TCTG on a light duty vehicle.

The preliminary assessment of the systems seems to indicate
that it has a very good potential for vehicle waste energy recovery
applications, particularly for intensive vehicle use where the fuel
economy and in CO2 emissions savings are maximized. The main
reasons for this are the ability of the concept to maintain the TEG
modules close to their optimal hot side temperature while avoiding
overheating, spreading excess heat instead of wasting it through
by-pass systems. In terms of thermal design, the use of high per-
formance corrugated pipes already used in exhaust applications is
clearly an advantage. Currently, casting tests of the concept have
already begun. Future work will include extensive numerical and
experimental testing in order to fully evaluate this concept for
heavy duty applications, where the concept will be most useful.
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